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It was a long time ago, but it's a memory that's with me forever. The power of the Stanley
Cup was legendary and it was long-awaited moment that forever changed. Join Jim and
Mike as they relive the final moments of the Stanley Cup Playoffs. The Canadiens were

hosting the Vancouver Canucks in their first-round series. The Habs had been leading the
series 2-0. They were tired. The Canucks had home ice advantage throughout. The

Canucks had the momentum. The Canucks were hungry. It was Game 3. Montreal won
Game 2 by a 4-3 score. Vancouver won Game 2 by a 6-4 score. The Habs were looking

really, really good. They were really getting the respect of their fans. And they were
looking for Game 3 in Montreal to turn the series around. But the Canucks came out

strong. The Habs looked a little tired. They were looking a little listless. Vancouver had the
momentum again, but Montreal wasn't playing to their strengths. The Habs just didn't
look good. Alex Galchenyuk, a young star on the verge of breaking out, struggled. He
couldn't score. He couldn't generate any offense. In fact, for the first time in his young

career, Galchenyuk couldn't put up one single point. And Montreal couldn't keep up with
the Canucks in the first period. Galchenyuk went scoreless. They allowed four goals. The

Habs were not at their best. The Habs didn't look like themselves. The Habs looked a little
tired. The Habs looked listless. In fact, for the first time in three years, Montreal was

outshot. The Habs were really struggling. At the end of the first, the score was tied, 1-1,
Habs-Canucks. Then, just in the nick of time, the Habs turned it around. The Habs re-
grouped. They won three straight and the series. And in the process, they won a truly
legendary trophy. Vancouver was just too much to handle for Montreal. The Habs took
down the Vancouver Canucks 3-1 and won the Stanley Cup. What do you think? #rs

#2stats #hockey #montreal #canucks #nhl #c
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How to pass the data to the next view controller using multiple array and multiple image view using
Swift 4? I have two array in the same View Controller. If the data is empty in the array, the string
array have 3 empty views in the same view controller. But, if the data is not empty in array then

there is no data is coming in the image view. Please help me. Here is my code: @IBOutlet weak var
imageView: UIImageView! @IBOutlet weak var menu: UILabel! var array = ["dummyData",

"dummyData", "dummyData", "dummyData"] var imageArray = ["", "", "", "", "", "", "", "", "", "", "",
"", "", "", "", "", "", "", "", "", "", "", "", "", "", "", "", "", "", ""] override func viewDidLoad() {
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super.viewDidLoad() let url = URL(string: "")! URLSession.shared.dataTask(with: url,
completionHandler: {(data, response, error) in if error!= nil { print(error!) } if let content = data { do

{ let resultJson = try JSONSerialization.jsonObject(with: content, options:.mutableContainers) as?
[String : Any] 6d1f23a050
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